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Roles in Software Development
Agile Coach

A person, who helps teams work together, grow strong and become selfcoaching.

Application
Developer

A computer software engineer whose main responsibilities entails developing
new types of applications for computers, mobile phones, and other electronic
devices.

Automation
QA Engineer

A type of engineer, who uses one piece of code/program to test another piece of
code/program.

Back-end
Developer

A type of computer programmer, who focuses on the source code and makes
applications function correctly.

Big Data
Engineer

A type of engineer, who builds data processing systems and organizes their
work using specialized tools.

Build Release
Engineer

A type of engineer, who maintains the code lines and the build system, debugs
build errors and has to know basic scripting languages.

Business
Analyst

A person, who analyzes and resolves business problems with the help of
technology.

Business
Intelligence
Analyst

A person, who helps a business or organization to make decisions through
collecting and analyzing data.

CPO

A title referring to an executive responsible for all product-related
matters: product vision, product strategy, product design, product development,
and product marketing.

CTO

Stands for Chief Technology O cer. CTO is a person in technology-based
industry, who is responsible for the management of an organization`s research
and development and technological needs.

Data Scientist

A person, who analyzes large amounts of data and solves complex problems.

Data
Warehouse
Developer

DevOps
Engineer

A person, who understands BI practices, relational structures, dimensional data
modeling, SQL skills, data warehouse and reporting techniques.

An engineer or developer with a certain subset of business, organizational and
interpersonal skills. DevOps engineer is responsible for writing the automation of
infrastructure and maintaining it.

Front-end

A type of computer programmer, who focuses on developing websites and

Developer

applications using web technologies, which run in a web browser.

Full-stack
Developer

A developer, who works with back-end and front-end technologies.

Graphic
Designer

Interaction
Designer

Manual QA
Engineer

Mobile
Developer

Network
Engineer

Principle
Software
Engineer

A person, who creates visual concepts with the help of computer software.

A person who helps form and create a design strategy, identify key interactions
of the product, create prototypes to test concepts and stay up-to-date with
technology and trends that will impact users.

A type of engineer, who tests a piece of software often by carrying out the type
of actions the common user might perform.

A programmer, who specializes in developing apps for mobile device and works
with one or more of operating systems (Android, iOS, Blackberry or Windows
Phone).

A person, who designs and implements computer networks.

A position in software development responsible for the architecture and macro
scale of the project. It may also involve overseeing several development teams.
The position requires a lot of experience in designing, developing and managing a
product or technology.

Product
Owner

A member of the team, who represents the business or user community and is
responsible for working with the user group to determine what features will be in
the product release.

Quality
Engineer

A person, who understands the principles of product, monitors its quality, nds
defects and develops solutions.

SalesForce
Developer

A person, who develops using Salesforce`s platform. This developer customizes
the Salesforce environment, integrates with other systems, develops apps, etc.

Scrum Master

A person, who uses scrum methodology in accordance with agile principles and
manages the process for how information is exchanged. Scrum Master helps the
team to reach consensus and to stay focused, protects the team from outside
distractions.
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